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YOUR URBAN
SECURITY PARTNER
A DISCUSSION WITH OUR CLIENTS OVER A NEWSLETTER

ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGENCE AND
VIDEO ANALYTICS FOR
SMART CAMERAS
Video analytics use scientific algorithms to
automatically detect people, vehicles or other
objects viewed via your CCTV video images.
Video analytics has now come into standard utilize. At
first, it was held for high-security details as it were. In
any case, today, its utilization isn't just restricted to
social occasion security-related, misfortune avoidance
data yet it additionally gives important information that
can be effortlessly passed to end-client clients.
FWG integrates CCTV solutions with our
proprietary intelligent video analytics to perform various
services such as people counting , perimeter man
guarding , intrusion detection and thermal detection to
reduce security blind spot.
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" Our sophisticated
technology can also
detect advanced
events such as
object left or
removed, moving
across a line,
direction of travel
and loitering."

Mr. Krishnan Sukumaran
Executive Director
FWG Global

Deploying video analytics provides the user with
an audit able source of complete data, along with
increasing accuracy and consistency in solving
surveillance challenges
The costs brought about on contracting a security
faculty is wiped out in the event that you are
making utilization of video investigation.
Furthermore, we , FWG leases the video analytics
solution , hardware and software, to cut cost and
increase the ROI for our respective clients.

Video analytics are offering
enterprise security executives
new ways to apply surveillance
technology , making it a new
and invaluable asset for
business intelligence.

FOREIGN
WORKERS:
NEPAL OPENS
THE DOOR,
The government of Nepal has remove its bar to
bring it's people to Malaysia to service the
security guard needs with immediate effect.
It is learnt that there are currently more than
500,000 Nepalese workers in Malaysia. About
150,000 of them are hired as security guards,
while the rest are involved in construction and
manufacturing.
With more Nepalese guards stepping into
Malaysia now, our security need will be
fulfilled accordingly. We at FWG, will train our
new Nepalese recruits to become an ethical
and efficient security guard for our respective
clients.

CONTACT US TO LEARN MORE
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